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The Omni Foundation Handbook and Policy Guide offers our plan of how we foresee things
being run. Though the vision is our own, some of the information and guidelines have
come from a variety of expert sources of functioning intentional communities and ecosustainability organizations. As more people become involved and offer input and expertise, the policies and guidelines may change.

Our FOUNDATION is a common spiritual understanding: I Am because we are: WE ARE ONE – It is
from this foundation that the entire enterprise stands.
We cannot become a solid unit if we see ourselves as
separate from the whole. Such is the plight of humanity.
Few understand their part in the whole, and so they
don’t operate according to their purpose. Our purpose
is to be a model of how to operate as one, and to help
and inspire others to do the same.
More and more people are yearning for more
“community” in their lives; you may be one of them.
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Why now, why the urgency?
In the midst of global fears and rising chaos, with unknowns and conflicting information inundating us,
with top-down controls becoming more and more restrictive of our self-sovereignty and human rights, as
many hide and silence themselves behind masks and closed doors, we are called upon to find a new normal, to seek that which truly matters, and regain our true identity, personal power and sovereignty.

A VISION OF A NEW NORMAL

Many of us, if not most, have, until now, been
too far removed from who we truly are and
what truly matters. Most are still too caught
up in the façade of culture to see what we’ve
become as modern people — alienated, mindless consumers congratulating worldly success
at the expense of wreaking havoc on our inner
lives and the ecosystem that sustains us. Many
are fearful, insecure, lonely, depressed, and
lack enthusiasm over the miracle of their own
existence. Life doesn't make sense because
we’re living so far from our nature, not Being
who we were created to Be. Our constant
craving for stuff and status has robbed our life
of its freedom and creative impulse, and the
health and wellness of society and the world
has severely suffered because of it.

Most are now longing for a of life that’s warmer, kinder, more wholesome, more affordable, more cooperative, and more connected, to settle down, sink roots, and live in the company of good people. We’re also
recognizing that living in community is literally good for us. Scientific research shows that our health improves when we live in a web of connection with others and nature.

Ecovillages
Ecovillages are citizen-organized residential communities that strive for a more sustainable way of life
based on a culture of cooperation and sharing, in which people feel supported by and responsible to those
around them. They provide a deep sense of belonging to a group and are small enough that everyone feels
safe, empowered, seen and heard and are able to participate in making decisions that affect our own lives
and that of the community on a transparent basis.
Our greatest contribution is to help others understand how to transition from
individualism and competition to community and cooperation in order to live
healthier, more balanced and less destructive lives.

We are people who are choosing to live
together with a common purpose, working cooperatively to create a lifestyle
that reflects our shared core values in a
way that is supportive of healthy human
development, and which can be successfully continued into the indefinite
future through a fairly common set of strategies.
5
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Our Vision
We are here to help create the kind of world where people share resources, make decisions cooperatively,
and are mindful of their relationships with the Earth, their plant and animal relations, and each other.
The Omni Foundation is a non-profit company set up to create and support the building of Soul Sanctuaries—holistic, self-sustaining and regenerative living, learning, retreat and healing centres, where the pillars
of Awareness, Transparency, Responsibility and Co-operation uphold a framework encircling health of
Spirit, Mind, Body and Environment; and foster Community, Productivity, Education, Creativity, and Leisure.

Our Mission
To bring healing and wholeness to our world by living, sharing and teaching Spiritual, Sociological, Ecological and Economic principles of peaceful and regenerative community living.

Our Values
Our values arise out of care for the present and future well-being of our planet and society. Future care
comes from conscious care in the NOW, for it is our NOW that creates our future. We value a deep connection with our Creator, the One source of all being, without whom we would not exist. We value peace,
justice and equity for all life on earth, including the earth herself. We value sustainability, thrift, conservation of resources, and regenerative living. We value the diversity of life and seek to understand its purpose.
We value social cohesion and a sense of belonging. We value co-operation, generosity, service, industry,
wisdom, and knowledge. And we value a sense of space and beauty.

Environmental Intent:
•

Restore, maintain and improve biodiversity through the protection and enhancement of significant pre-existing
habitat.

•

Minimize harmful impacts on air, soil
and water, and respect all elements of
the natural environment whether living or inanimate.

•

Minimize energy and resource consumption through the application of
energy efficient design and construction principles

•

The reduction of motor vehicle usage.

•

The reuse and recycling of water,
wastes, and other materials.

•

User awareness of consumption.

•

Minimize impacts on the global environment by optimizing local sustainable food and material production.

•

Foster a deep sense of human connection to, and interdependence with, the natural environment.
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Social Intent:
•

Respect and honour indigenous and non-indigenous cultural,
historical, and spiritual values.

•

Enable social equity, diversity, and interdependence, honour
personal differences and cater for the needs of individuals,
maintaining an attitude of respect and nonviolence in all our interactions through different life stages.

•

Optimize well-being, safety, and comfort to provide an enduring
and high quality of life.

•

Foster and promote social cohesion and a sense of belonging
within the Ecovillage community.

•

Utilize aesthetic sensitivity to create a sense of peace and beauty.

•

Promote awareness and understanding of sustainable living.

•

Facilitate integration of the community with the broader community through shared achievement, common objectives, and openness.

•

Promote the importance of accountability for our actions in all aspects of relationship with others and
with earth.

Economic Intent:
•

Align our values with our economic and lifestyle choices.

•

Develop a greater connection with our life purpose.

•

Promote livelihood choices that contribute to, rather than detract from, planetary health and well-being.

•

Mentor and generate ideas for what kinds of businesses are best suited to the scale and characteristics of
The Omni Foundation, NPC, and local neighborhoods.

•

Promote initial and ongoing economic viability while minimizing operational and maintenance costs.

Spiritual Worldview
Holistic Worldview is an articulation of the nature of the
transition we are currently living through, re-integrating science and spirituality, as a new worldview is emerging.
•

Reconnecting with Nature is a guide for reconnecting
human beings with the natural world, as a spiritual practice.
•

Transformation of Consciousness is a poetic account of
the consequences of a commitment to the spiritual journey.
•

Socially Engaged Spirituality expounds on the view that
a spiritual life well-lived is a life of active social service, and
in these times, the two cannot be separated.
•
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•

The message, “We Are All One, interrelated, interconnected and interdependent, with God/Life/Oneanother,” is the message that the world needs to bring
about loving and sustainable answers to humanity’s
challenges.

•

The world does not have to be the way it is – individual people can change it, using the power of spiritual
citizenship.

•

Humanity is good and has unlimited potential, and
social transformation starts with personal transformation. We therefore recognize the importance of
connecting with our Divine Essence and inner wisdom throughout our life’s journey; allowing the finest
and the highest levels of human potential to flourish
for the benefit of all.

•

Our aspirations support spiritual principles, global
ethics, and universal values such as respect, justice, peace, dignity, freedom, responsibility, and cooperation.

•

Human beings need each other to survive on this planet. “I Am because We Are.” We recognize that
we are all in this together and that community flourishes as we learn about each other and revel in the
wonder and beauty of our diversities. We declare that we are playing our part to help bring about a culture in which we, the peoples of the world, can address our common global concerns in a holistic, positive and transforming way and live together in peace with one another.

•

Oneness contains All of life – also the parts that we regard as the “other.” We realize that wholeness
and togetherness can only be experienced through the recognition of the uniqueness, beauty, and purpose of all aspects of life and that this recognition starts with our Self.

•

We are a part of the emerging consciousness that promotes a spirit of openness, enquiry, connection
and relationship with ourselves and the entire universe and who continue to recognize the wonder,
beauty, and mystery of it all.

Our Goals
•

Our intentional community/ecovillage attempts to
have a population small enough that everyone
knows each other and can influence the outcome of
community decisions.

•

Build self-sustaining infrastructure to support our
basic needs that facilitates our transition toward a life
of elegant simplicity.

•

Create homes, gathering places and guest facilities
using sustainable building methods and energy
sources by designing for conviviality, which involves
placing access-ways and buildings in patterns that allow for, and encourage, quality human interactions as
we go about our daily activities.

•

Maintain and preserve our landholding through proper
organic stewardship, designated wilderness areas and
ecologically sound use of our resources, while providing for our own and others’ food needs and giving
back to the Earth.
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An Ubuntu World

•

Create and nurture a spiritual centre
as the core of our community, promoting personal and planetary healing on all levels.

•

Create an interdependent social system making a conscious connection
to Spirit and Earth and our interdependence within the web of all life.

•

Initiate necessary enterprises to assure economic viability with minimal
dependence on institutional structures and the market system by creating a combination of community-owned, worker-owned, and individually or group-owned ecologically sound businesses, thereby creating a more balanced
“marketplace” of business activities and employment opportunities.

•

Establish educational, leadership, internship, and exchange programs that serve as a living demonstration of our holistic vision, enabling us to be of service to others, while communicating and sharing our
experiences, and linking with similar local and global efforts by actively supporting intentional communities, permaculture and land reform movements as we are able.

•

Create a learning center/school that serves as a living demonstration of this holistic vision for residents’
children.

•

Nurture an increasingly abundant world by enhancing living systems, while reducing consumption of
resources.

•

Foster the lifelong learning and growth of every community member, recognizing everyone as both
teacher and learner.

•

Foster intentional racial and cultural diversity in an effort to overcome the divisiveness of current society.

Our Purpose
Our purpose is four-fold, and encompasses the intertwined Spiritual, Social, Economic and Ecological aspects of life. It comes
from a deep place in our hearts that longs for Peace—A desire to
see others living in Love, for themselves and for the world beyond. It comes from a longing to see people's eyes opened to a
clearer reality of who and what they truly are in the greater
scheme of things.
Do we want Peace in our mind and body? It begins with Peace in
our own hearts. Do we want Peace in our families? It begins with
Peace in our own hearts. Peace in our workplaces, neighbourhoods, cities, countries, the world? It begins with Peace in our
own hearts.
This Peace comes from being true and honest with ourselves, which requires a deep, silent searching for
our inner truth. This is not a truth that we've been taught from elders, books or institutions. It is an innate
(but often hidden) soul understanding; a recognition of the interconnectedness, and interdependent reality
of all life on Earth and the cosmos, and it is a realization of our eternal existence.
So, the primary purpose of The Omni Foundation is Spiritual. We offer a place for such reflection—a place
where people can be guided to their truth, which will bring inner Peace. Once Peace with self is discovered,
we can begin to achieve Peace with others.
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As such, the second purpose of
The Omni Foundation is to affect
social change through the building
of communities that live, share
and teach a lifestyle of simplicity,
cooperation, generosity, forgiveness, empathy, reconciliation,
and celebration.
Living in a cooperative environment is key to the third purpose of
The Omni Foundation, which is to
operate within a cooperative economy of “contributionism.”
“The term “Contributionism, represents a society where everyone
contributes with their skills and
talents to the greater benefit of all in their community. It is a very simple concept. Everyone is honoured
and respected as a human being for who they are and what they do that benefits everyone - not just themselves.” (Michael Tellinger)”
Currently, most societal systems, including economics, politics, industry, media, education, and even religion, operate on the basis of fear, greed, selfishness, dominance, competition, exploitation, and separation.
This mindset underpins the workings of nearly every aspect of our lives. When we continue to operate
within these structures that contradict our true inner knowing, we disrupt our Peace.
Lastly, the fourth purpose of the Omni Foundation is to live a lifestyle of bio-sustainability—living with
the earth so as to keep both she and us healthy for as long as possible. “It is widely known that humanity
faces an unprecedented crisis of global proportions that threatens our viability and future sustainability on
this planet. In many parts of the planet we are suffering from the consequences of using up the natural resources at a far higher rate than they can be replenished.” (Eco-village Design Education-Gaia education).
And so, we aim to educate, both through academic and hands-on instruction in permaculture—the development of agricultural ecosystems intended to be sustainable and self-sufficient, so as to live at Peace with
nature.
Peace with self, Peace with others, Peaceful business practices, and Peace with Earth. This is the healing
the world needs. This is the purpose of The Omni Foundation, NPC, and Soul Sanctuaries Pty. Ltd.
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What is a Soul Sanctuary?
A Soul Sanctuary is a place to discover your true
self. An intentional cooperative community, where
the residents, members, in-turns, long-term visitors
and guests of The Omni Foundation work together
in various fields and industries, offering their own
gifts and talents to provide for the health of the
whole. All residents, members, will participate in
general upkeep of property and facilities and will be
required to offer 12 hours a week to community industries. We will be open to the public for short or
long-term visits. All guests will be encouraged to
participate in routines and creative and recreational
activities to promote social and spiritual growth and
understanding.
We will offer public services, events and accommodations, and each Soul Sanctuary will have an expanded
role that drives one or more target industries:
Each Soul Sanctuary will offer:
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

Nature and outdoor living experiences
Family living quarters
Guest accommodations
Common house
Communal kitchen/dining area
Event Center (for workshops, speakers, concerts, parties, etc.)
Livestock farm
Organic produce/herbal farm and greenhouse
Spa/massage/healing center
Sanctuary among nature for prayer and meditation
School for residents' children
Game room and playgrounds
Library and video lounge
Arts and crafts studio
Publishing house, video, recording studio
Work shops and offices
Coffee/bakery/Gift Shop

Community Site Plan
We will be guided by a set of techniques and principles
for designing sustainable human settlement, with plants,
animals, and buildings — and especially the relationships
between them, nourishing not only the Earth and our
bodies, but also the individual’s soul and the group soul,
“caring for the Earth,” “caring for people,” and “sharing
the surplus” and successfully continuing into the indefinite future.”
“Designing for conviviality involves placing our access
ways and buildings in patterns that allow for, and in fact
encourage, quality human interactions as we go about our
daily activities,” says Chuck Marsh.
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The laying out of a community site plan depicting how its
buildings and other human-made features (courtyards, common
greens, children’s play areas, gardens, orchards, agricultural
fields, ponds, roads, bridges, pathways, parking areas, and so
on) are situated in relation to each other and to natural landscape features such as clearings, woods, rivers, streams, naturally occurring ponds, wetlands, and so on. Our permaculture
site plan will show how the human-made features will enhance
and mutually reinforce the needs of the land, its living creatures, and its human inhabitants enhancing social interaction
and community cohesion.
•

A village center with a meeting hall, a large kitchen/dining room/conference facility, communal lounge,
a media center and library, publishing house, video, recording studio, arts and crafts studio with coffee,
bakery, gift shop and offices for administrative duties.

•

A holistic healing and health centre, workshops,
storage areas and spiritual centre would be separate, with member-owned businesses on business
sites in the village center and throughout the
neighborhood.

•

To help restore the soil’s fertility and create food
sustainability, we would keep as much water on
the land as possible, through roof water catchments, swales, and ponds, rebuilding the soil in
specific areas with layers of organic matter.

•

On each quarter-acre, each site potentially terraced
in home gardens.

•

Sharing a common agricultural area.

•

Fields for larger-scale agriculture or livestock.

•

Identify sacred sites, and preserve wilderness area, to remain undeveloped.

•

Build or erect container passive solar dwellings of about 30 square meters each, which would serve as
temporary housing until people can build permanent homes.

•

Finding ways to meet people’s privacy needs while keeping homesites compact and not sprawled over
the landscape is integral. As the community grows, and as networks of paths and roads proliferate, requiring maintenance, we will guard against the creation of erosion scars, and disruption of wildlife.

•

An initial “base camp” training centre, near the center of the property in which people can try out experimental natural-building construction
techniques in order to learn how to work
with locally available, inexpensive natural
materials.

•

Fulfill our mission by offering sustainability education, by presenting classes and
workshops in sustainable and regenerative
living.

•

The building of a green school for residence children, guest/visitor accommodations and campgrounds.
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The Omni Foundation Green School of Holistic Learning
Our school for members’/residents’ children will not be organized into
a class to class structure. It is about life experience. This curriculum
will be designed specifically for an eco-village/community Kindergarten - Grade12 homeschools.
“In 1989-90 Daniel Greenberg surveyed 219 intentional communities
and visited 25 communities around the United States for his doctoral
dissertation in Child Psychology. He found several striking differences
in children’s lives from their noncommunity counterparts. Most communities Daniel visited had an extended-family-like atmosphere, where
people had ample opportunity to form close, nurturing relationships
with members of all ages. He found community children had many
more adult role models than simply their parents, relatives, and teachers, and tended to develop friendships with many nonrelated adults.
In addition, he found that the world of grown-ups was largely demystified for children because they had an excellent sense of what adults do.
Daniel observed constant informal learning experiences — regarding, for example, leadership, negotiation, the use and abuse of power, conflict resolution, consensus building or voting, financial planning,
budgeting, meditation, ceremonies and rituals, cooking, food storage, recycling, organic gardening, composting, building construction, solar energy devices, and auto repair! As a result of these friendships with
adults and exposure to their daily tasks, community children are often more socially mature, confident,
outgoing, competent, and verbal (and at far younger ages), than their noncommunity counterparts. It is
not uncommon for a community visitor to be startled by the articulate welcome and precocious comments of a four or five-year-old.
Children can be protected from undesirable aspects of mainstream culture, such as aggressive consumerism, media hype, or racial and cultural prejudice, as well as the social cliques, crowded classrooms, discipline problems, deadening pedagogy, or outright violence often present in public schools. Community
schools can opt for creative curricula and innovative, experimental learning methods. The parents and the
whole community are usually deeply involved in their school, and the children’s relationships with their
teachers are usually based on years of mutual understanding and friendship.
These multi-age friendships also seem to help make community children confident, outgoing, socially
comfortable, and found that children were generally physically safer in communities than if they lived
elsewhere.
In the 1970s, several parents started a small community in Ojai, California, solely for the purpose of creating a multiparent homeschooling environment for their children. According to one cofounder, besides
learning the basics, the children were taught courses in whatever subject was the passion of various adult
members. So, in addition to reading, writing, math, science, and history, the children learned woodworking, gymnastics, yoga, massage, astronomy, astrology, marble sculpture, gourmet cooking, and how to
run a small “restaurant” business. The community kitchen was in fact the focus of an ongoing learning
seminar in this community, as the adults taught the kids to cook and serve elegant meals for the whole
community, organize and run the kitchen, and master principles of inventory and volume buying. So, the
adults served the children as teachers and mentors, and the children in turn served the adults — literally,
as the kitchen team.
The cofounder said all of the children have remained the closest of friends, and since they have grown up
each one of them has sought her out to thank her, saying that their community education was one of the
most meaningful and empowering experiences of their lives.”
13
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How We Select People and What You Should Know
Forming a new community is like simultaneously trying to start a new business and begin a marriage —
and is every bit as serious as doing either. It requires
many of the same planning and financial skills as
launching a successful business enterprise, and the
same capacities for trust, good will, and honest, kind
interpersonal communication as marrying your sweetheart. It doesn’t just take information and skills, money, time, and people to form a community, but also a
sense of connection, sometimes called “community
glue”— born of group experiences like preparing and
eating meals together, work parties, weekend trips,
and long, intimate conversations. Gathering and weaving the thread of skills, information, money, time, people, and experiences is complex, and often overwhelming.
We will also need patience, faith, good communication skills, tenacity, and the willingness
to acknowledge each other.
Following are characteristics of people who are more likely to be selected to join our community:
• Those who resonate with our vision, mission, values and goals, who are aligned with our behavioral
norms, and can meet their financial and labor requirements.
• People who are fulfilled and doing well in their lives are more likely to thrive in and contribute to community.
• Those with a healthy sense of self. People with emotional maturity and self-esteem, who know what they
want and know their strengths and weaknesses, and who are seeking personal growth for themselves, tend
to do well in community.
• Someone who is open to and able to hear other points of view. (The aggressive, competent business executive or entrepreneur who instinctively knows best and makes decisions quickly tends to feel frustrated and
impatient in community until he or she becomes comfortable with cooperative decision making. Then such
a person can thrive in community and contribute a great deal).
• Someone with a sense of connection to people and an interest in the well-being of others. Obviously a socially confident person who likes people will enjoy community.
• Those who are not struggling with
addiction issues.
• Someone willing to abide by group
agreements.
• Someone willing to speak up. People who are willing to take the initiative, say so when they disagree
with others, and ask for what they
want, tend to do well.
• Someone who is willing to be quiet and listen, when necessary.
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A Brief Introduction, What New Residents Can Expect
During the first few months of living at The Omni Foundation NPC, newcomers will learn the community’s practices and the processes, as well as what is expected of them, and how to engage with others. The
community will have developed tools and processes that assist the newcomer to integrate and operate successfully within the community. New residents will have a mentor assigned to help them understand how
things ‘get done’ in the community, including how to navigate the community’s governance system and
procedures. In addition, the mentor will provide insight on the politics and culture of the community, which
helps the newcomer navigate inter-personal relations, invisible structures of power, and community sensitivities (e.g. figuring out why certain things are done in a certain way before making a suggestion as to how
they would do it differently).
In terms of sustainability and regenerative living/learning… we are all apprentices, we are all learning together, and learning to live sustainably/regeneratively is going to be a project of several generations at least
– a learning that can be supported, transformed, and reproduced within inter-generational communities of
practice.

Communication, The Heart of Healthy Community
Most people drawn to intentional community are seeking a more harmonious and connected way of life
than that of mainstream society. For a community to be sustainable, community must be based on sustainable relationships — relationships that give more than they take, which involves speaking to one another in
ways that tend to increase, rather than decrease, the level of harmony and well-being between people.
When communication is “clean” enough, people feel confident they can talk to each other about anything,
including disagreements or sensitive issues, and still feel goodwill and connection.

31 Common Sources of Community Conflict
Founder’s Syndrome (I). Unconsciously assigning parent and authority figure roles to founders and acting
out adolescent rebellion and self-identity issues by resenting, undermining, and/or challenging the community founders’ wisdom or experience, and/or the validity or relevance of the community’s values, vision, or
purpose.
Founder’s Syndrome (II). Founders’ clinging to an unconscious self-image as parents or authority figures; assuming a wiser, superior, or more privileged status than other members; and resenting, undermining, or challenging any efforts to question the founders’ authority or otherwise offer the community innovation, new perspectives, or change.
Visionary Abuse. When dynamic, energetic, visionary founders, burning with a spiritual, environmental,
or social-justice mission, work grueling hours in primitive, cramped, uncomfortable, or health-risking conditions, and happily expect all members, interns, and apprentices to do the same.
Violating community agreements. The resentment and erosion of community trust that occur when a few
people do not follow the community’s agreements and policies consistently, while others follow and uphold them.
Letting people get away with violating community agreements. The further resentment, erosion of trust,
and breakdown of community well-being that results when a member is not called on disregarding agreements and so continues disregarding them.
Interpersonal (as compared to “structural”) power imbalances. Conflict, resentment, and the breakdown of trust in community when some members have more power than others because of behaviors that
15

others are reluctant to or afraid to deal with. These can include:

Intimidation power: Habitually emanating anger, suppressed rage, “panic-anger,” and burning intensity
speaking sharply or harshly, bossing people around, criticizing people frequently, and sometimes namecalling and shouting people down.
Undermining power: “Bad-mouthing,” discrediting, and undermining another person’s behavior and/or
character to other community members; assuming the worst about the targeted person’s motives and then
criticizing those motives to others
Hypersensitive power: Reacting to even mildly worded feedback or requests for change as though it were
an intolerable personal attack; becoming visibly upset when others disagree with one’s views or beliefs;
responding with such defensiveness and self-justification so that people give up.
Assuming the worst about other people’s motives. Resenting and criticizing someone not only for
what they may have done, but also for the assumed “worst-case scenario” motives for their actions.
Vision and values differences. Arguments over how money should be spent, or how time and labor should
be allocated, based on differing values or visions about the community.
Structural power imbalances. Resentment and blame arising from real or perceived power differences in
terms of how decisions are made and who makes them, or who has more influence than others in the group,
either because of persuasive influence, expertise, or seniority in the community.
Exhausting, divisive, or unproductive meetings. Resentment and anger from too-frequent, overlong, or
dragging meetings that accomplish little and go nowhere, or meetings characterized by resentment or hostility.
Lack of crucial information. Arguments arising from inadequate research.
Remembering verbal agreements differently. Eruptions of resentment, blame, or hostility because some
community members appear to be dishonest or trying to cheat others, because we all remember our financial or other agreements differently.
No communication or behavioral agreements. Misunderstandings and resentments because group members have widely divergent communication styles or behavioral norms. What are our norms for how people
talk to each another, or express disagreement and strong emotion?

No processes for accountability. Resentment, blame, and flying accusations because some of us didn’t do
what we said we’d do, and certain projects can’t move forward because some earlier tasks are unfinished,
causing us to lose money or miss important opportunities.
No membership criteria or new member/resident screening process. Resentment and mistrust arising
because new people enter who do not share our values and vision, do not align with our community culture,
or can’t meet our financial and labor requirements.
Being swamped with too many new residents/members at once. Disorientation, overwhelm, depression,
loss, or panic because the “container” of our shared history, values, and culture is threatened or damaged
by the sudden influx of more people than we can assimilate easily.

High turnover. Disorientation, overwhelm, depression, and associated emotions because too high a percentage of members are continually coming and going for the community to establish a sense of itself.
Processors vs. Doers. Conflict between group members who want to process emotions or clear up points
of meeting procedure, and those who want to focus on facts, strategies, and “real” things, but who sometimes override other people’s feelings or ignore agreed-upon procedures.
Planners vs. Doers. Tension between those who want to gather facts and data and make long-term plans
before taking action, and those who want to leap in and get started.
16

Spiritual vs. physical manifestors. Annoyance and impatience between those who want to use visualization, affirmation, or prayer as the primary means to manifest community, but may not feel comfortable
with budgets, mortgages, shovels, or power tools, and those who want to use strategic plans, cash flow projections, and work parties as the primary means to manifest community but are leery of “invisible stuff.”
Differences in information processing. Disrespecting, dismissing or devaluing people who may process
information differently (visually rather than aurally, in wholes rather than step by step), or at a different
pace than we do.
Differences in communication style. Sociolinguistic differences based on region, ethnicity, subculture,
socio-economic background, gender, or whether a member has lived in communities for decades or just
arrived from the mainstream.

Work imbalances, or perceived imbalances. Resentment toward those who work less often or less rigorously on community projects than we do, or than they have previously agreed to.
Financial issues. Arguments over who is expected to pay for what, and if and when money can be reimbursed. Resentment and tension over the relationship between financial contribution and the amount of influence in decision- making.
Time-crunch issues. Disagreements about the amount of time spent in meetings and on community tasks
versus time with one’s family or household. Conflict over the best times to schedule meetings or community projects so they are convenient for everyone. Arguments over how consistently community members
should contribute to the group and whether it is OK to take periodic breaks.

Gender imbalance and power-over issues. Power imbalances and resentments if there are considerably
more members of one gender than another, or one gender dominating some areas, or one gender consistently teasing, behaving suggestively towards, or dominating the other.
Behavioral norms. Conflict over what is considered acceptable behavior in community; for example, to
what degree people might intervene in or restrain potentially unacceptable, unsafe, or destructive behavior
of other people, their children, or their animals. Can community members request changes in parents’ child
-raising style, or request that others restrain, train, or fence their animals? What are standards of acceptable
behavior outside the community, where someone’s behavior might reflect on the community?
Boundary issues. Tension about what community members do on their homesites, in their adjacent homes,
or shared common spaces, that can be seen or heard by others, including what noises may be too loud or
disruptive to others during certain hours or what physical objects might be an eyesore to others. What behaviors — such as disciplining children, having loud arguments, butchering livestock, drinking, taking
drugs, nudity, displays of affection, or sexual expression — are fine for some to overhear or view and
which are “over the line?” To what degree can fellow community members borrow each other’s personal
items without asking? What degree of playful, affectionate, or sensual physical touch is welcome to some
and unwelcome to others?
Care and maintenance issues. Conflict about standards for taking care of and maintaining jointly owned
equipment or tools, and who is responsible.
Cleanliness and order issues. Tension over standards for cleanliness in common rooms, and cleanliness
of jointly used items and how they are stored, particularly in kitchens and bathrooms, and who is responsible.
Lifestyle issues. Conflict arising from items some members may own or activities they may enjoy privately — smoking, liquor, guns, pesticides, etc. — which may be no big deal for some but disturbing to others.
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Our seven Areas of Respect and Responsibility
Seven Areas of Respect
•

Physical Respect: Respect personal boundaries, touch others appropriately, and refrain from violence.

•

Emotional Respect: Respect other people’s feelings and emotions, and take responsibility for our own.

•

Verbal Respect: Be honest, use respectful forms of communication with others, hear what others are
saying to you.

•

Territorial Respect: Respect your own and others’ right to privacy, solitude, quiet, and security in their
personal space, and negotiate the use of communal space.

•

Material Respect: Care for individual, communal, and community property.

•

Respect for Diversity: Respect the diversity of people’s age, sex, racial origin, sexual orientation, spiritual practices, and physical and mental capabilities.

•

Community Respect: Respect the community structure and consensus decision-making process.

Seven Areas of Responsibility
•

Be conscientious in your attendance of community meetings.

•

Take responsibility for communicating your ideas and feelings.

•

Contribute time and energy to the community in the form of work, parties and chores and negotiate the
duration and terms of any reduction in community participation that you may require.

•

Serve as a contributing member of a committee and the planning team during your rotation.

•

Be open and conscientious regarding your financial responsibilities.

•

Inform the community about guests staying for extended periods of time and any changes in your personal situation which affect the community and/or your ability to contribute to it.

•

Promptly inform the appropriate people about any violence or serious violations of the rules and regulations that you witness.

Power, Decision-making and Governance
Much conflict in a community occurs over issues of unequal distribution of power. The making of decisions is the main Power-Point in a community — who makes decisions and how they make them. Power
imbalances can be greatly reduced by using a fair, participatory decision-making method that spreads power equally and offers checks and balances against power abuses.
Consensus will be the primary method of the Omni Foundation/Soul Sanctuary decision-making process.
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WHAT IS CONSENSUS AND WHY?
Consensus decision-making is a group decision-making process in which all present must agree before action is taken. It is based on the belief that everyone has a piece of the truth. The intention is that each person in a meeting is given the time and space to speak their truth, and is listened to with respect.
Consensus creates and strengthens a spirit of trust, cooperation, and respect among the members for the
following reasons:
By incorporating the clearest thinking of all members, consensus increases the likelihood of new, better,
and more creative decisions.
Because all have participated in its formation, everyone has a stake in implementing decisions.
Consensus significantly lessens the possibility that a minority will feel that an unacceptable decision has
been imposed on them.
Consensus safeguards against ego/adversary attitudes, uninformed decision-making, “rubber stamping” of
decisions, coercion, self-interested positions, mistrust, and half-hearted agreements.

How Consensus Works
While there are many styles of consensus, in general it works like this: Members do not vote Yes or No on
motions. Rather, proposals are introduced, discussed, and eventually decided upon. Proposals do not necessarily remain as they were introduced, but are improved or modified to meet people’s concerns as necessary. When it is time to decide, people either give consent to the proposal, stand aside from it, or block it.
Giving consent does not necessarily mean loving every aspect of the final version of the proposal,

but being able to live with it and being willing to support it.
Standing aside is an act of what is sometimes called “principled non-participation,” in which
someone cannot personally support the proposal, but does not want to stop the rest of the group
from adopting it. People who stand aside are noted in the minutes, and, depending on the group’s agreements, may not have to help implement it (but they are still subject to it).
Blocking is what we at the Omni Foundation prefer to call a “principled objection” — a block can only
stand if it is consistent with the group’s stated purpose, based on our vision, mission and values and goals.
If the group believes it is not consistent with our purpose, the block is not valid. A principled objection will
stop a proposal from being adopted, at least for the time being.
It is not used for personal reasons, or because someone does not like how the decision may affect
them personally. “Blocking is a serious matter,” writes consensus teacher Bea Briggs, “to be done only
when one truly believes that the pending proposal, if adopted, would violate the morals, ethics, or safety of
the whole group.” Blocking is used only when someone’s “piece of the truth” shows them something important the rest of the group has not seen. One uses this privilege after a time of earnest, objective, soulsearching.

What is Needed to Make Consensus Work?
•

Willingness to learn the process.

•

Common purpose.

•

Willingness to share power.

•

Willingness to let go of personal attachments in the best interests of the group.

•

Trusting in the process and trusting each other.

•

Humility.
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Internal Community Finances
The Omni Foundation, NPC, will need to account for leases of property, insurances, utilities, equipment,
maintenance and repair costs, any remodeling or infrastructure development, salaries/stipends for management/ administrative community personnel, supplies for various departments, community meals, website
expenses, and so on.
Sources of revenue will include joining fees, monthly and/or yearly assessments, rent from communityowned accommodations, guest accommodations, site lease fees for individual owned businesses, community owned businesses, workshops on sustainable and regenerative living, organic produce, bakery/cafe, gift
shop and so on.
Our priority will be to create viable community businesses to employ community members/residents, that
will pay members/residents decent enough wages to meet their monthly assessments/expenses. This will be
done by creating:
PRIVATE AND INCOME SHARING ECONOMIES WITHIN THE OMNI FOUNDATION NPC
One of the most significant factors for our community to succeed is affordability to join. We don’t want
people to have to eke out a living of odd-jobs and part-time jobs to cover basic ongoing expenses, so having community businesses from the start has always been part of our community’s vision. We also want to
make it easy for anyone, with enough motivation and energy, to earn additional income, and we don’t want
to discourage anyone from joining who owns and has investments, real estate, or savings.
We will have a combination of community-owned, worker-owned, and individually or group-owned businesses, creating a more balanced “marketplace” of business activities and employment opportunities that
align with The Omni Foundation’s vision, mission, and values.
However members/residents earn money, in our private or independent community economy—whether
working at outside jobs, owning their own businesses, through investments, or some other means — they
keep their earnings and decide how they will spend, invest, or save their own earnings. In other words,
members finances are private and individual, if members meet their internal work requirements.
Members will pay agreed-upon joining fees, site lease fees, and/or other assessments to the community for
all community expenses, and the whole group will decide how to spend or save their community assets, to
further the objectives of The Omni Foundation, NPC.
OTHER SOURCES OF ONSITE INCOME FOR MEMBERS/RESIDENTS OUTSIDE OMNI
FOUNDATION EMPLOYMENT.
Members/residents can create worker-owned co-ops, provide community food, cooking, lumber, construction
skills, laundry services, teaching, and so on, for a fee. Individuals or member groups can start a business enterprise
that employs other community members.
As long as each member’s expenses are low, their workhours reasonable, the work itself satisfying, and their lives
in community fulfilled and balanced, they will likely be
living better than our wealthier counterparts in the mainstream.
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Proposal for Creating an “Ecovillage Zone”
The Omni Foundation would love to collaborate with local governments within South Africa to create
“ecovillage zoning regulations.” O.U.R. Eco-village in British Columbia has successfully worked with
their local government to create an ecovillage zoning code in Canada, and similar efforts are afoot in Eugene, Oregon, USA.
Property use that blends residential, agricultural, ecological, and educational uses with cottage industry and
small business is outside of the standard zoning categories. If multiple concurrent uses are allowed, they
usually require expensive and time-consuming conditional use reviews. Changing this “box” approach to
zoning is necessary to open the door to a whole new era of sustainable urban planning in which human and
ecological systems are more holistically and efficiently interconnected.
One such way to accomplish this is to create a mixed use “ecovillage” zone. Zoning regulations for ecovillages would support goals of promoting the safety of the local ecosystem and the entire planet as well as
individual safety, including:
Constructing buildings that minimize their impact on the earth from the production and transport of building materials, to the service life of the building to its ultimate disposal.
Becoming more self-reliant in our food, energy, transportation and waste disposal, minimizing our use of
fossil fuels and other non-renewable resources, while maximizing the amount of wastes that we recycle onsite.
Providing educational opportunities for students and interns to learn and practice sustainable living skills.
Providing commercial space for various sustainability-related cottage industries, thus creating revenue necessary to make the ecovillage more fully self-sustaining.
Providing living spaces for people choosing to live low environmental impact lifestyles.
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SPECIFIC ATTRIBUTES THAT COULD APPLY TO
ECOVILLAGE ZONING
I. Building codes
A. Create a “sustainability demonstration
zone” that experimentally extends building
codes using mandatory and rigorous monitoring and testing, until such time when
proven practices become a part of the standard municipality code.
B. Encourage the use of natural and local
building materials, including earthen materials, sustainably harvested and recycled
wood, and straw. Buildings would be built
to be either extremely long lasting or to be
fully recyclable or compostable in addition
to being structurally sound. Materials would be harvested and created in a manner that respects the earth.
C. Prohibit the use of building materials that are toxic to produce, use or dispose of.
D. Encourage composting toilets, rainwater catchments, greywater processing systems, zero net energy
design, and other sustainable elements that close resource loops and increase efficiency.
E. Encourage architectures that minimize the destructive footprint on the soil and local ecologies.

II. Density requirements and land use
Allow many unrelated adults and their children to choose to
share a large home with many bedrooms and a shared kitchen,
dining room, and other common facilities. Shared space and
infrastructure provide a much more efficient use of land, energy, and resources, while building critical skills in cooperative
action and community engagement.’
B. Allow people to sleep in stand-alone bedrooms while sharing common facilities in a nearby home.
C. If food is grown close to where people live, it requires less energy to transport, and the nutritional value
is higher due to shorter transportation time.

III. Self-reliance and renewable energy use
A. Support ecovillage residents/ members keeping small livestock such as goats and sheep to provide
milk for drinking and manure for creating fertile compost, and to control the growth of weeds. Increase the
default numbers of ducks and chickens allowed per lot to provide eggs for the increased density of people
per lot.
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Encourage passive solar design with additional heating to be provided by high efficiency (nonparticulate-releasing) biomass burning devices, heat
pumps, or other high-efficiency devices.
C. Steeply reduce the number of parking spaces
required per dwelling unit, customer, etc. on condition of the effective adoption of car sharing co-ops,
bicycle infrastructure, public transit ridership, and
other elements of a comprehensive transportation
plan.

IV. Sustainable education opportunities
A. Encourage onsite educational classes on the topic of sustainable living skills.
B. Encourage onsite research that furthers our understanding of
how to live in ways that are both sustainable for the planet and
safe for individuals. Create a public evaluation infrastructure to
assess success in these endeavors, so that new sustainable living
practices can be efficiently approved, widely communicated, and
rapidly implemented. This will not only allow an ecovillage to
use its own inventions, but also help others in the larger community to discover and replicate these successful practices.
C. Allow for an organized school to locate its primary classroom on site.

V. Integrate commercial and residential uses of space.
A. Support the creation and sale of value-added agricultural items, arts and crafts, and other products from
homes or in buildings close to homes.
B. Encourage artists' studio space,
healing practices, hospitality services,
events hosting, and similar services
integrated into the life of local communities.
C. Encourage office space for any
small business or non-profit organization that is located on the premises.
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AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE WAYS OF BUILDING
SUPERADOBE:POWERFUL SIMPLICITY

What is SuperAdobe?
SuperAdobe is a form of earth bag architecture developed by architect and
CalEarth founder NadKhalili. Using
long sandbags ("SuperAdobe Bags"),
barbed wire, on-site earth and a few
tools, Khalili devised a revolutionary
building system that integrates traditional earth architecture with contemporary global safety requirements, and
passes severe earthquake code tests in
California.
This technology has been published by
NASA, endorsed by the United Nations, featured in countless world media outlets, and awarded the
prestigious Aga Khan Award for Architecture in 2004. It comes from years of meditation, hands-on
research and development. Inspired by traditional earth architecture in the deserts of Iran and adapted
for modern usage. Simplified so that anyone can build.

How It Works
Long or short sandbags are filled with moistened earth and arranged in layers or long coils. Strands of
barbed wire are placed between each layer of sandbag to act as both mortar and reinforcement. Stabilizers such as cement, lime, or asphalt emulsion may be added. Similar to how a potter stacks coils of
clay to make a vessel, builders stack coils of earth to make a structure.
The SuperAdobe building system can be
used for structural arches, domes and
vaults, or conventional rectilinear
shapes. The same method can build silos, landscaping elements, or infrastructure like dams, cisterns, roads, bridges,
and for stabilizing shorelines and watercourses.
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Basic Materials Needed:
Synthetic, low UV (ultra-violet) resistant degradable
sand bags
Four-point, two strand, galvanized barbed wire
Shovels
Tampers
Soil & Water

Safety Standards
“The city [of Hesperia] conducted tests, under the supervision of the [International] conference [of
Building Officials, ICBO], and found that Superadobe stood up to twice the amount of weight that would
crush a pitched-roof house.” LOS ANGELES TIMES

The building process is intentionally simple, but the
structural integrity of SuperAdobe is the result of
years of research. The structural design uses modern
engineering concepts like base-isolation and posttensioning. The long coils of sandbag provide compression (vertical) strength. While the barbed wire
adds tensile (horizontal) strength. In addition, the
sandbags add flood resistance. The earth itself provides insulation and fire-proofing.

Anyone Can Build
Cal-Earth believes that the whole family should be able
to build together, men and women, from grandma to the
youngest child. We have spent many years researching
how to make the process simpler and easier. There
should be no heavy lifting or backaches, no expensive
equipment, and a flexible and fast construction. The bags
are filled in place on the wall using small pots like coffee
cans, or even kitchen utensils. You can build alone or as
a group.
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THE ECO-DOME AT CALEARTH
Why a Dome?

The arch is the strongest form in architecture and has been used in building for thousands of years. A
dome is simply an arch rotated 180 degrees. SuperAdobe is extremely well-suited for building arches,
domes and vaults, and SuperAdobe domes are extremely strong structures. They have passed California earthquake code tests, and withstood a 7.6 magnitude earthquake in Nepal.
Using geometry and a simple compass tool, builders can easily create corbelled dome structures of
various heights and up to 22 feet in diameter.
Plastering & Finishing

All SuperAdobe structures can last several years but to make a structure permanent, the builder must
plaster over the sandbag structure. This protects from erosion due to water and weather. Plastering
also provides an aesthetically pleasing finish that can be painted or left its natural color.
Once the corbelled dome is complete, it can be covered in several different kinds of exterior treatments, usually plaster. Khalili developed a system that used 85% earth and 15% cement plaster and
which is then covered by “reptile”, a veneer of grapefruit sized balls of cement and earth. Reptile is
easy to install and because the balls create easy paths for stress, it doesn't crack with time. There are
many different possibilities. Some Superadobe buildings have even been covered by living grass, a
kind of green roof but covering the entire structure. Any exterior treatment and building details would
need to be adapted to a region’s specific climatic needs.

Superadobe technology was designed and developed by architect Nader Khalili and Cal-Earth Institute,
and engineered by P.J. Vittore.
Superadobe is a patented system (U.S. patent #5,934,027) freely put at the service of humanity and the environment. Licensing is required for commercial use.
© 1999-2019 Cal-Earth Inc./Geltaftan Foundation. All Rights Reserved. | Webster and Sons
https://www.calearth.org/intro-superadobe
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E A RT H S H I P S E X P L A I N E D

Following is a brief description of Earthships. There’s a lot more information out
there if you’re interested, check out
https://www.earthshipglobal.com/

Going off-grid doesn't mean you have to sacrifice luxury living.
More and more people are escaping the hectic modern world by
moving into Earthships. These alternative eco-homes have been
growing in popularity since the 1970s and are built
from upcycled materials that are packed with mud or set into the
ground – hence their name. Step inside and explore these remarkable houses designed for living off the land...

What is an Earthship?
Built with natural, recycled materials, Earthships create comfortable and cozy living spaces without relying on public utilities. They're totally self-sufficient, producing their own electricity, heating and food, whilst managing sustainable water harvesting and sewage systems too.

How Earthships are Made
Earthships are built from salvaged waste materials that
can easily be sourced – beer cans, old tyres and bottles
are all key to the construction process. In every house
there are at least 1,000 tyres that provide natural insulation. Recycled bottles are also a huge feature and allow natural light to flow inside the structures, creating
a beautiful mosaic of glowing coloured glass.
The construction techniques are quick paced, effective and do not demand skilled labor. This contributes to a universal design which can be actioned in the tundra climate of Alaska as conveniently
as in the arid highlands of Texas. Earthship homes or ‘vessels’, as Reynolds prefers to call them,
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are then equipped with Biotectural systems. These include water catchment and re-circulation plants, electricity generated
through photo voltaic cells and windmills stored within sufficiently capable batteries, domestic scale sewage treatment cells
which ensure that nothing goes to waste, passive solar techniques to eliminate the need of artificial means to achieve
comfort zone and finally ample botanical cells around or on
the shelter to cultivate one’s own food.

Who founded Earthships?
Architect Michael Reynolds created the first Earthship in
the 1970s. Listening to news stories about mounting rubbish piles and the lack of affordable housing, he realised
that by combining the two issues, both could be tackled
head-on. He set up Earthship Biotecture, which is now the
world's pioneering company in homes of this kind. If you
want an Earthship, you can buy plans for homes, seek
building advice and even attend the company's ecoconstruction school.

How Energy is Produced
Earthships don't require central
heating or air conditioning, so the
resources they do need are kept to
a minimum. The structures generate their own energy with the use
of solar panels, which provide
clean electricity for 30 years,
while also helping to minimise
global warming. As well as solar
energy, Earthships generate electricity through wind power. Combined, they create enough energy to charge the batteries within the
building's power module, which provides clean energy for household usage.

How Water is Collected
Functioning totally off the grid, Earthships harvest their
own water. Rainwater is captured on the roof, filtered and
then gravity-fed into the building for consumption and usage. The water harvested is used four times within an Earthship home – firstly for washing, bathing, and laundry, with
the waste then put to use to water an indoor garden. It's then pumped to the toilets for flushing and
finally recirculated to water an outdoor garden.
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How Earthships are Heated

Earthships regulate their internal temperature continually,
ensuring living spaces are comfortable for inhabitants all
year round. The building's position is very important,
with the glazing facing the right direction so that the
sun's rays can enter the building and heat the walls,
which are built with tyres for insulation.

New Mexico's Earthship Community
The Greater World Community in Taos, New
Mexico, was the first Earthship community in
the world and now boasts more than 70 off-grid
homes. With some of the properties available to
rent out on Airbnb, the community also has an
academy for students and hosts self-guided
tours so others can learn about Earthships and
the community

https://www.earthshipglobal.com/
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C O N TA IN E R HO M ES

By, Luke Hunter - Rise Writer, Last Modified: Mar 13, 2020
Container homes are exactly what they sound like; homes made from the steel shipping containers that you
see carrying goods everywhere on trains, trucks, and ships. From these giant Lego blocks, people are building homes of all shapes and sizes.
The smallest container makes a tiny box of a home at about 100 square feet of floor space. Eight larger
containers together can make a two-story house at about 1400 square feet. Hundreds of container microapartments together can make a huge apartment building.
Why are shipping containers being used to make homes, studios, cabins, and offices? Well, with about 14
million ‘out-of-service’ containers in the world, there are lots of them available. And playing with giant
blocks has a definite appeal!
Besides trendiness, interest in container homes is also part of a wider interest in saving money with prefabricated and modular homes. Many potential homeowners are looking for lower construction and maintenance costs. There is also a perception that container homes are contributing to recycling.
Could a container home be a good choice for you? Here are some pros and cons to consider:

Pros of Shipping Container Homes
Prefab Shipping Container Homes
Many shipping container homes are available as prefabricated
modular homes, making construction time shorter. Some companies advertise delivery within 10 weeks! Most of the building code inspections are done at the factory, which makes
things simpler and quicker. Or if you are designing a custom
home or building a do-it-yourself project, the container gives
you a fun prebuilt structure to work with.
Ease of Transport and Finding a Site
A worldwide system exists for moving containers around.
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Once they reach your site, they are relatively simple to set in place on a prepared foundation.

Shipping Container Homes Have Predictable Costs
Most of the work is completed on a factory floor for a fixed price. Delivery to the site, site preparation,
foundation, assembly and utility connections are
the only variable costs. That said, container
homes are not always less expensive. Estimates
vary, and some put the savings at 5-10%, depending on what you’re comparing against.
Recycled Shipping Container Homes
The environmental appeal of a container home is
the idea that you are re-using a leftover product
of the shipping industry to make a home. This
can be a good thing, but as we will see, it’s not
always true or the best thing.
Some of the advantages, like short construction
time and predictable pricing, are the same for all prefabricated and modular homes, not just those made
with shipping containers. But container homes benefit uniquely from the worldwide infrastructure built to
move shipping containers. Even container home skeptics admit they can be useful where local building expertise is lacking or for emergency shelters that can be moved easily. In these scenarios, the versatility of
container transport is a huge advantage.
Container homes are often marketed as being environmentally friendly because they are said to be made
from used containers, thus conserving metal resources. There are lots of old shipping containers out there,
no longer in circulation, and repurposing them into homes has a strong appeal. But is a container home really the best use of a container, from a sustainability perspective? Many would disagree.

Cons of Shipping Container Homes
Shipping Container Homes Are Not Always
Effective Recycling
Most factory-built container homes are built from
‘one-use’ containers that have only had a single
trip. These containers tend to be in good shape,
without dents or rust, so they are nice for building
with, instead of containers that have gone ‘out-ofservice’ and may be damaged from years of use.
Taking a box with lots of shipping life out of service after a single use isn’t really effective recycling. And there is way more steel in a container than you need to build a house - if recycled as steel, it
could make enough steel studs for 14 framed houses the same size.
Shipping Container Homes Could Have Structural Issues
A shipping container is very strong at the corners, but the roof is not that strong, so typically you need to
build another roof over it, especially where there will be snow. Also, the corrugated steel walls are important to the strength of the structure. This means anywhere you cut out a large window, or door opening
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requires new reinforcement. And when they are stacked together to make larger homes, welded
(expensive) reinforcement is needed wherever two containers join at a spot that is not a
corner. Any later renovations require significant engineering and welding.
What Was in the Shipping Container?
It’s often not possible to know what has been
shipped in a used container – anything from
harmless consumer goods to hazardous industrial materials – or what the container has
been through. And the paints and finishes
used on containers are industrial, intended
for shipping, not residential homes, so that
they could contain lead and toxic pesticides.
The Space and Shape of The Shipping
Container
The size of shipping containers is quite limiting and can quickly be consumed by plumbing, HVAC, insulation, and other systems. A
container was designed to fit on a train,
which means it’s narrow, and ordinary furniture doesn’t fit right. A standard container is also only 8’6” high, which doesn’t leave much headroom after insulation and wiring are installed.
Shipping Container Home Insulation Challenges
The narrow shape of a shipping container doesn’t lend itself to insulating the exterior very well. To avoid
using up interior space, a relatively thin layer of insulation with a high R-value per inch, such
as polyurethane spray foam, is often used. Although spray foam is an effective and airtight insulator, the
blowing agents used in many brands of spray foam are powerful greenhouse gases. Making a poor insulation decision can have a negative impact on climate change than other kinds of insulation. To make a really well-insulated wall, it would be better to build outward for more wall thickness and use a more environmentally sustainable kind of insulation. But then what use is a heavy, corrugated steel exterior if it’s buried in insulation?
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C O N C R E TE WAT ER P I P ES

By Jessica Stewart on January 21, 2018
https://mymodernmet.com/opod-housing-tubes-micro-apartments/

Made from repurposed concrete water pipes, the OPod Tube House micro-apartments are an innovative
solution to the housing shortage.
Housing shortages are a reality in many parts of the world, but nowhere
more so than Hong Kong, where the average one-bedroom apartment
downtown rents for $2,100 and many people are forced into cheap black
market apartments called coffin cubicles. But James Law Cybertecture, a
Hong Kong-based studio, is looking to change that through the development of affordable micro-housing.
The firm recently built a prototype of the OPod Tube House, a concrete
water pipe transformed into modular housing. Measuring a little over 8 feet
wide, each 100-square-foot space is designed to house one or two people.
The Opod Tube Houses come with the standard features of any apartment,
including a foldable bench that doubles as a bed, space for a microwave
and mini-fridge, and a bathroom area at the rear. The large circular door—
which can be opened and closed with a smartphone—also doubles as a
window to let in natural light and the whitewashed
interior gives a surprisingly spacious feel to the
small space.
Studio founder James Law tells Dezeen that the micro-apartment would appeal to “young people who
can’t afford private housing” and who are looking
for a temporary living situation for a year or two.
One of the most interesting features of the OPod
Tube House is that due to its size, it can fit almost
anywhere, something critical in a high-density city
like Hong Kong. The compact structure can slot
into the spaces between buildings or be stacked in
vacant lots. Their ease of portability also means that
they can be transported to different areas, as needed. And, because they weigh 22 tons, installation costs are
kept low due to the absence of brackets or bolts needed to secure them.
“Sometimes there’s some land left over between buildings which are rather narrow so it’s not easy to build
a new building,” Law tells Curbed. “We could put some OPods in there and utilize that land.”
The firm claims that the OPod Tube House can provide relief in cities around the world.
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C O B BU I LD IN G

H O U S E O F E A RT H A N D S T R AW
By Chris McClellan (Uncle Mud)

Cob-Building Origins

Shared from Mother Earth News, October/November 2013

Cob building gets its name from the Old English term for
“lump,” which refers to the lumps of clay-rich soil that
were mixed with straw and then stomped into place to create monolithic earthen walls. Before coal and oil made
transportation cheap, houses were built from whatever materials were close at hand. In places where timber was
scarce, the building material most available was often the
soil underfoot.
Building with earth has a long and successful history.
In the U.K., tens of thousands of cob buildings are still lived in, some of them more than 500 years old.
When the British immigrated to the United States, Australia and New Zealand in the 1700s and 1800s, they
brought the technique with them. In Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, parts of Asia and what is now the southwestern United States, cob was developed independently by indigenous people. In Yemen, cob buildings
stand that are nine stories tall and more than 700 years old.
However, with the industrial age came factories and cheap transportation in the West, making brick, milled wood, cement and
steel readily available. Mass production led to mass marketing and
the promotion of these new materials as signs of progress. The
perception of cob as “poor people’s housing” led to its near demise. By 1985, there hadn’t been a new cob building constructed
in the U.K. for more than 60 years, or in the United States for at
least 120 years.

Modern Cob Buildings
Today, building your own house is the exception to the norm, and it is almost unheard of to build with local
materials. Instead, houses are built by specialists using expensive tools and expensive, highly refined materials extracted and transported long distances, often at great ecological cost. Industrial materials have many
benefits — performance, predictability, speed and ease of installation — but they have in common that
they must create a profit for the companies that manufacture them. The average number of members in
U.S. households has dropped by more than half in the
past 50 years. Yet, over the same time period, average home sizes have more than doubled. We are more
comfortably housed than at any point in history, but
practically enslaved by the payments (the word
“mortgage” is French for “death contract”).
Fortunately, we have other choices. Cob construction
is particularly easy to learn, requires no fancy equipment, uses local materials, and can be done in small
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batches as time allows — making it extremely accessible
to a wide range of people. (See DIY Cob-Building Technique, later in this article.) After her initial success with
cob building in Florida, Christina Ott traveled to Oregon
to apprentice with the Cob Cottage Company. When her
family relocated to the mountains east of Nashville,
Tenn., Ott used her new skills to build a small cob house
for just under $8,000. By age 23, she was mortgage-free
and teaching cob-building workshops all over the United
States as the “Barefoot Builder.”
In the county where Ott lives, low-income housing is often a crumbling trailer home that is difficult to heat and
cool and expensive to maintain. As she sits next to the woodstove in her cozy cob house, she explains that a
quick fire in the morning warms the cob walls and will often keep the house warm for a day or more. She
uses less than a cord of wood per year. Meanwhile, the same neighbors who laughed about her “dirt house”
are stripping their own land of trees and burning trash just to keep from freezing. Some go through as many
as 15 cords of wood per year. For less than what many people spend on a down payment, Ott has a house,
and it performs well even by modern standards.
Cob’s thermal performance varies by climate region. While cob is a relatively poor insulator, it also has the
ability to absorb large quantities of heat. These properties are valuable in regions such as the Southwest, but
would be a disadvantage in the chilly Northeast, for example, where heat gains will quickly be lost. This
weakness of cob can be solved by building interior walls of cob for mass heat storage while using betterinsulating materials for exterior walls.
Anecdotal evidence and recent testing show cob walls are highly resistant to earthquakes. Unlike cement or
adobe, which tend to shake apart in an earthquake, lumps of cob are woven together in the building process
to form one large mass reinforced by straw fiber. Also, unlike cement, cob is easily repaired with the same
material it was built from, and if torn down, there is no waste to be disposed of — only earth that can be
returned to the ground or soaked in water and reused to build another room or house.

Oregon Cob-Building Method
Outside Coquille, Ore., stands a constantly evolving
collection of test buildings affectionately known as
“Cobville.” Sculpted cob garden walls weave around
and between the tiny cottages, giving each its own
sense of space. Here, apprentices and workshop attendees learn and experiment with ingredients, methods and finishes. This is the headquarters of the Cob
Cottage Company, which is largely responsible for
the re-emergence of cob building in the United
States. Founded by Ianto Evans, his wife, Linda Smiley, and Michael G. Smith, Cob Cottage Company
started with the radical idea that, with a little direction, almost anyone can learn how to build a cob house.
Evans, a spry Welshman now in his 70s, has reimagined the cob of his birthplace in a more efficient form.
The traditional British cob method, which was generally to stomp lumps of whatever clay soil was handy
into place, relied on thick walls for strength. “Oregon cob,” by contrast, effectively does more with less.
Builders make thinner but significantly stronger walls by tightly controlling the clay-and-sand mix and using lots of straw for reinforcement. “We have created in Oregon cob an almost-free building material most
people can manufacture for themselves. It has fluidity of form, and it’s healthy, non-polluting and local.
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The buildings it inspires are sculptural, snug and permanent,” Evans says. Because you can provide much
of the construction labor yourself, cob is very affordable.
But Evans speaks of cob and “natural building” (a term he helped popularize) less in terms of cobconstruction methods and more in terms of the social movement it has become. “Building your own house
for less than $10,000 is revolutionary, and, yes, you can do it,” he says. “Millions of people in other countries and our own ancestors have proven that.” Evans has seen firsthand the way people are empowered by
building their own houses from earth.

Cob-Building Community
Thirty years after its founding, Cob
Cottage Company has much progress
to report. Evans, Smiley and Smith’s
book, The Hand-Sculpted House, has
sold more than 30,000 copies worldwide. Their CobWeb newsletter documents 18 years of experiments and advances (and failures) in cob technology, and it is available at the Cob Cottage Company. Multiple nonprofits,
such as the Natural Building Network,
continue to promote cob building and
work with code officials to streamline
the approval process. Every year, natural builders host regional colloquia to
swap techniques and foster camaraderie. Some travel hundreds of miles and sleep in tents to help each other with projects.
Cob Cottage Company alumni are building and teaching all over the world. Despite the downturn in the
global economy — or maybe because of it — cob workshops are more popular than ever. On her first
building project, Ott’s most steadfast supporter was an unemployed single mother who went on to build her
own cob house after her first home was destroyed by a hurricane. Together, they built a building while
chatting and watching kids run around the yard. A construction site is not a playground, but without the
noise and danger of heavy machinery and without nails littering the ground, a cob-building site is a great
deal more family-friendly. Most natural builders go to great lengths to keep that atmosphere on their job
sites. Many times I’ve been grateful for that as I watched my young daughters hard at work atop the growing cob wall of a friend’s new bedroom.
If you are serious about building with cob, Evans strongly recommends that you seek hands-on experience,
either at a workshop or by volunteering on a project
Pros
• Uses local, generally inexpensive or free materials
• Can include creative, beautiful detail
• Nontoxic
• High thermal mass helps temperatures stay consistent and comfortable
• Negligible environmental impact
• Compatible with other natural materials (wood, stone, lime)
• Fun to build with friends
• Earthquake-resistant
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Cons
• Labor-intensive
• Needs additional insulation in cold climates
• Will be unfamiliar to building code officials and insurers

Outlaw Building
Returning to basic shelter is a compelling idea, but in most of
the United States, a complex combination of building codes, health codes, zoning codes, energy codes,
deed restrictions and neighborhood covenants could indeed make you an “outlaw builder” if you decide to
construct your own home. Ianto Evans refers to building and living in a low-cost, natural house as “a revolutionary act” and a challenge to “the greed of corporate commerce and the vigilance of its bodyguards, the
governmental regulators.” I know people all over the country who are happily (and quietly) living in small
cob houses with or without the approval of the local authorities, but knowing what you are getting into before you invest your time and money is important. Even a few thousand dollars (plus your time) is a lot to
risk if there is a good chance a neighbor might object to your new dwelling. But the payoff of living cheaply in a house you love is substantial.
The permits for my last cob house were less than $1,000. Code compliance can be costly, however — more
than $30,000 for permits in extreme jurisdictions. Perfectly safe alternatives to costly septic systems and
wells exist, but they aren’t always legal. Minimum square footage requirements are often several times the
size of what a person can afford to build without taking out a loan (which then gives the bank the final say
on what you build). People have had their beautiful cottages torn down because they weren’t up to code.
Others have built their small houses as “accessory buildings” or kept the footprint under 200 square feet to
avoid code scrutiny. Finally, some builders have gone the extra mile to get tiny houses and natural materials approved or even added to the local code. Terry Herb’s recent e-book, No Building Codes, is an excellent starting point.
Your local city or county building department will be able to give you the best information, and the American Society for Testing and Materials has recently issued standards for building with earth.

DIY Cob Building Techniques
We highly recommend you read at least one book on cob before you tackle a project.
Prepare the mixture. Cob is a mixture of approximately 1 part clay, 4 -parts sand and 1 part straw. You
can buy bagged clay in powdered form and masonry sand from your local supply store. However, most soil
is a mixture of some part clay, some part sand and other materials, so you’ll save money if you use your
own soil. If you are paying for soil, ask the supplier for your local variant of “compactable fill” or “road
base.”
The “soil” we refer to is not the rich, black stuff in your garden or the top few inches of your lawn where
everything grows. It is the subsoil below that, with little or no organic matter in it.
Build a foundation. Cob walls are heavier than those made of light timber. Before you build with cob, you
will need a foundation that will keep your work up and away from damp ground and a roof that will keep it
out of the rain. Natural builders call this having a good “hat and boots.”
Remove all vegetation and topsoil from your site, and mark out the perimeter of your cob construction with
paint or pegs.
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During rainy weather, water must move away quickly to keep cob dry. Dig a trench that will encircle the
structure and lead water away. Backfill the trench with compacted gravel.
Stone or reclaimed concrete chunks (urbanite) make an excellent foundation. Lay your stones on tamped,
solid ground within the gravel trench perimeter. You are finished when the foundation material feels absolutely solid beneath your feet.
Mix. Break up soil manually and soak it at least overnight in enough water to turn it into pudding. Pudding is a lot easier to mix with sand than clods of clay are.
The simplest way to mix cob is with your feet. (Music and friends make this a lot of fun.) Spread a 5gallon bucket of sand on the center of your tarp, then a bucket of wet clay over that, then another bucket of
sand.
Mix the sand and clay to form a pile, adding about two more 5-gallon buckets of sand as you mix. Sprinkle straw over your pile. Keep using the tarp to flip your pile, and mix it until the straw is distributed
throughout the pile.
Break the mixture into balls — called “cobs” — of whatever size feels manageable, typically about the
size of a softball. Make some test sections by molding some cobs together and letting them dry about one
week to see how they hold up. You do not want a crumbly mix.
Build and sculpt. Place the wet cobs where desired and smash them into one another to form a single
unit. If building a wall, place one cob for the outside face, one for the inside, and one for the middle. Meld
together. Continue this process until you’ve formed your structure.
As you work, use your thumbs to knit the straw
fibers from one cob lump into the cobs around
it. Leave a rough surface for your next layer to
stick to by covering the freshly laid cobs with
thumb-sized holes, and wet the surface before
applying new cob.
Everything you build is an excuse to get artistic. Improve a blank expanse of wall with a
carved niche for a candle or special object.
Sculpt an alligator or dragon bench to sit on.
The steps are the same whether you’re making
something big or small; it’s just a matter of
scale.
Plaster. To finish the structure, apply plaster in at least two coats: a “brown” coat to even out imperfections, and a final coat, which can be polished or sealed with linseed or hemp oil. A standard lime plaster
consists of 1 part lime putty, 3 parts sand and a quarter-part fiber.
Mix the plaster by foot or paddle in a bucket or trash can. Chop straw into tiny fibers using a weed trimmer inside a garbage can (wear eye protection and a dust mask). Cellulose insulation also makes a wonderful plaster fiber. Apply plaster to a slightly damp surface with a firm pushing motion. Plasters will often crack at the line where you stopped or started, so pick unobtrusive points for breaks. Seal plaster by
painting it with several coats of linseed or hemp oil.
Maintain. Store leftover plaster in a sealed jar for repairs. Scratches can be rubbed out with rough sandpaper and re-oiled. Large cracks or breaks should be filled with reconstituted plaster, polished, and then
oiled after they’ve dried.
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B U I LD I N G W I TH B A M BO O
Pros, Cons and Much More
Modernization has seen phenomenal growth in construction, which unfortunately is
fast depleting all natural resources and leading to irreversible environmental damage. Hence, the need of the
hour is an eco-friendly building material that reduces the
energy used, is durable, sustainable and biodegradable.

Bamboo, which was once
considered to be “poor
man’s timber,” is finally getting the popularity it deserves. It is one of the biggest darlings in the natural product landscape. You can find
it all over the place — kitchen utensils, keyboards, cutting boards, clothing — you name it.
This strong and durable grass (that is what bamboo actually is) is very versatile and finds uses in all aspects
of construction, be it flooring, roofing, concrete reinforcement, scaffolding (used in Hong Kong for building
skyscrapers), piping, cabinets, wall coverings, and much more.
Bamboo as a building material is conventionally associated with the region of Southeast Asia and South
America where climate is best suitable for its cultivation. It has been used for housing in Latin America for
more than 4,500 years. Its unique and efficient natural design makes it a good building material as it is naturally endowed with load bearing mass function because of its unique hollow inside and the fibers which run
longitudinally, making it one of the most sought after environmentally friendly and sustainable building materials.
India is the second largest producer of bamboo in the world and has the best bamboo artisans in the world.

But is it all it’s cracked up to be? If you’re interested in building or remodeling with bamboo-based products,
check out the true pros and cons for both your home, your wallet, and the planet.

PROS
FAST-GROWING
Bamboo has an unparalleled growth rate in the plant world. Due to a distinctive rhizome-dependent system,
bamboos are one of the fastest-growing plants in the world and their growth is three times faster than most
other species of plants.
DURABLE AND STRONG

Technically, bamboo is a grass and not a wood and its unique tissue lends itself to be an incredible building
material. Naturally sheathed in silica, it’s different from other grass plants like sugar cane and corn, as it becomes harder over the years with a wood-like toughness. On the Janka Hardness Scale, natural bamboo rates
in at 1380, harder than oak and ash. Additionally, Guadua bamboo is even said to exceed timber fibers and
mild steel, in strength!
Unlike wood, however, its short fibers make it flexible, light and shock absorbent; this bendability makes
bamboo a great choice for earthquake-prone areas. It is no surprise that when a powerful earthquake struck
Colombia in 1999 almost all the concrete buildings collapsed while houses built from bamboo stood still and
untouched by the earthquake.
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Bamboo houses can also withstand high winds of speeds up to 170 mph.

Also unlike wood, the capability of bamboo to resist fire is very high and it can withstand temperatures up
to 4000 C. This is due to the presence of a high value of silicate acid and water.
EASY INSTALLATION
Bamboo functions essentially the same as wood, with no special installation techniques required. The harvesting and installation of bamboo is fairly simple.
There are no knots in bamboo which makes it an easier wood to work with and you don’t need special tools
to cut it, no bark to peel during processing, and its lightness makes it ideal to handle, transport, and store.
AESTHETIC APPEAL

Bamboo homes are visually very appealing. There are also numerous looks and options, allowing you to
truly customize the bamboo to your home. For example, you can opt for bamboo flooring in various stains
or types that appear to be a standard hardwood floor.
The flexible nature of bamboo allows it to be grown in any specific shape.
POSITIVE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
Aside from bamboo’s rapid growth rate, the production of bamboo also yields benefits to the planet. A
complex root network anchors the soil down, preventing erosion when rain or flooding occurs. It also helps
the soil retain water, aiding in moisture regulation throughout the rainy and dry seasons.
Bamboo also absorbs more tons of CO2 than trees, due to its extreme growth rate. Bamboo plants reduce
almost 35% carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and produce more oxygen, thus they play an important role
in pollution control.
It is naturally termite proof, and it can be smoked in its resin to protect insect infestation.
It can be grown in a variety of climates and since it does not require pesticides for protection, it is more
ecofriendly.
Unlike other building materials like cement and asbestos, bamboo poses no danger to health.
Bamboo requires only 1/50th the energy for processing in comparison to steel.
It can be recycled and does not encounter any waste disposal problems common to concrete etc.
It also plays a role in reducing water pollution because it absorbs nitrogen from water. Hence it is advisable
to plant bamboo trees around industrial areas.
ECONOMICAL
Choosing to build with bamboo can be 20% cheaper
than regular homes. Do a basic Home Depot price
comparison and you’ll see that many bamboo flooring options are only around $2 to $4 per square foot,
versus about $4 to $6 for wood. Of course, when
building green, doing a background check is important so that you actually buy bamboo that has
been certified for sustainable practices. Fortunately,
the Forest Stewardship Council has a directory that
shows all of the FSC-certified bamboo companies.
Bamboo homes are simple to construct and require
minimum technology and use of machinery, a major
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benefit in countries that are technologically limited. Because of this, it employs more labor, hence creating
employment opportunities.

CONS
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY AND PRESERVATION
One of the biggest disadvantages of bamboo housing is the wear and tear that comes with it. When bamboo
gets heated, it becomes soft making the structure unstable. Darker colors become soft faster and so the
bamboo has to be coated with lighter colors for greater protection.
Despite prevalence of various techniques of jointing, structural reliability of bamboo is questionable.
Bamboo requires preservation. Due to bamboo’s high starch content, if the levels of sap or humidity are
high, this plant is rather vulnerable to natural elements. Insects, fungus, rot, and fire may easily take advantage of harvested bamboo if it’s not cut, treated, and stored correctly. There are ways to treat it naturally, like air drying or using heat, but some manufacturers use harmful chemicals, like formaldehyde and arsenic. Although chemical emissions are relatively low, it’s still something to consider.
Bamboo shrinks much more than any other type of timber especially when it loses water.
OVERSEAS SHIPPING
Sure, the plant itself is very renewable, but is it considered sustainable if it has to be shipped all the way
around the world? Since the growing conditions are most favorable in South America and Asia, most countries have to import it. Some may argue that this tarnishes bamboo’s eco credibility, as fossil fuels are
burned just to transport it. However, Building with Bamboo explains that harvesting and processing bamboo takes only a small amount of energy and the lightweight factor makes it excellent for boat transportation.
COSTS
The shipping charges to non-bamboo growing nations can be quite extensive, making it more expensive
than hardwood flooring.
Banks do not provide credit facilities for these homes due to lack of confidence in them, and governments
have not set any national standards for bamboo homes.
VARIANCE IN QUALITY
Considering how little regulation there is of bamboo as a building material, it can be tricky to tell what
you’ll get out of the product. There are fewer choices available to select from, and there are numerous components that determine the quality of bamboo, and it’s not always easy to differentiate from company to
company. It all depends on the species of bamboo, where it was grown, the age at which it was harvested,
plus the treatment and finish. Additionally, there’s insufficient data on how well bamboo floors can be refinished, putting the longevity of your floor at risk.
Not all species of bamboo can be used in construction. Only a few species of bamboo like Guadua angustifolia (Guadua Bamboo) and Phyllostachys edulis (Moso Bamboo) have same strength ratio of steel and almost twice the compression ratio of concrete.
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT
Formaldehyde, which is used for the finishing of the construction contains toxic materials and can greatly
harm small animals and children. The emissions can continue for several years, doing irreversible damage.
The biggest problem with bamboo construction is the massive amounts of deforestation that it is leading to.
People are clearing complete forests to grow more bamboo, further adversely affecting the ecosystem.
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Bamboo grows like a weed and kills all the crops around it by absorbing all the natural resources from the
surrounding areas.

Bamboo as a Building Material and Various Structural Shapes
Preservation of Bamboo
A thorough treatment of Bamboo is required to protect it against insects and rot before it is put into use.
Commonly a mixture of Borax and Boric acid are utilized for this purpose. Formaldehyde is also commonly used, as mentioned above. Another procedure generally employed is to boil cut bamboo to remove the
starches that draw insects.
Bamboo as a Building Material
Utilization of Bamboo for construction is achieved by a structural frame technique which is similar to the
approach applied in usual timber frame design and construction.
Methods of Working on Bamboo
For a bamboo to be used as a building material, it must be worked on to create desired shape, bend and
length to be used for structural or other purposes. Bamboo is treated in such a way that it can assume desired shapes and structures while it grows.

Following are the different works involved with use of bamboo, shaping, splitting and bending.
Curved and Flat shapes of bamboo are achieved through traditional techniques like applying heat and pressure.
Shaping
Arch shapes of bamboo can also be created by compressing the bamboo’s growth into the desired shape. This
would cost less than it would to get the same form with
normal timber.
A squared cross-section can be obtained by compressing
the growing stalk of bamboo within a square section.

Splitting of Bamboo
The bamboo canes are split into halves or quarter sections using a knife ideal for the job, and setting them
apart by a wedge. About four or eight segments can be acquired which are used as canes, strips or battens
Canes can also be peeled to make strings and ropes up to the age of 18 months.
Bending of Bamboo
Bamboo can be bent while freshly cut by heating it above 150° C. It will retain this shape even after cooling and drying off.
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Bamboo for Foundations
There is very limited use of bamboo as a foundation material because when in contact with moisture laden surfaces, it decays quickly. However, this issue can be tackled to quite an extent though proper treatment using appropriate chemicals.
Bamboo is used in various shapes and forms to build foundations. Some of the common shapes of bamboo
are:
a) Flattened bamboo, which is acquired by splitting freshly cut bamboo stalks and then rolling and flattening them.
b) Bamboo mats as thin as 5-6mm or 10-15mm in size are woven according to design prerequisite. Phenolic resins are used in structures employing bamboo mats.
The various types of foundations constructed with bamboo are:
a) Bamboo which is in direct contact with ground surface.
b) Bamboo fixed to rock or pre-formed concrete footings.
c) Composite bamboo or concrete columns: Bamboo plastic composite is a pioneering technology in
which bamboo fiber as raw material is blended with plastic as the core material. These mats are highly resistant to moisture and structurally more stable.
d) Bamboo piles
Walls
Bamboo is extensively used for construction of walls and partitions. Posts and beams are the main elements normally constructed with bamboo provide structural framework for walls.
They positioned in a way to be able to withstand forces of nature. An infill is used between framing elements to add strength
and stability to the walls.
Roofing
Bamboo is one of the best roofing materials and provides
ample sturdiness to the structure. It is a proven shield against
forces of nature or animals and are considerably light
weighted which makes them easy to install. The bamboo
roofs encompass purlins, rafters and trusses.
Scaffolding
Due to advantageous properties of bearing heavy load, bamboo is considered one of the highly-endorsed
materials for scaffolding even for tall structures. For the construction of scaffolding, cane extensions are
obtained by lashing cane ends using several ropes. The ties are positioned in such a way that forces acting
vertically downwards lodge the nodes in the lashing. This technique has immense significance since the
joints can be re-aligned in the right degree.
This Article was compiled and abridged from the following sources.

Eco Farms : BAMBOO, THE FUTURE BUILING MATERIAL; Elemental Green: THE PROS AND CONS OF BAMBOO IN
GREEN BUILDING; Eco Friend THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY ABOUT BAMBOO HOMES; The Con-

structor: THE PROS AND CONS OF BAMBOO IN GREEN BUILDING
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